WORKSPACE

ONSIGHT WORKSPACE
FIELD INTELLIGENCE.
The Onsight Workspace field intelligence solution provides a secure, central
repository for field data, images, recordings and calls, as well as external content
such as manuals and schematics. With detailed permission controls, enterprises
ensure that authorized users can access the content they need to perform their work.

INTEGRATED WITH ONSIGHT CONNECT,
WORKERS CAN:
		Enable automatic uploads from Onsight Connect to
source content added
		Enforce optional automatic upload controls such as a
requirement for wireless or wired network access
		Manually upload content from within the file system
		See the upload status of all Onsight calls, images and
recordings
		View the upload queue and adjust content uploads
		Launch Workspace to find and view relevant content in
Connect
		Snip sections of manuals or content to share

USING ONSIGHT WORKSPACE,
ENTERPRISES CAN:
		Create and manage categories of content for teams
Enforce versioning of content for audit controls
Share content from authorized users
		View telestration within Onsight videos and images
Upload product manuals, schematics or training content
Create favorites and view recent uploads for quick access
Request notifications of new or updated files
Search tags and titles to find relevant content quickly
Create detailed user and group permissions in conjunction
with Onsight Platform Manager
View advanced Admin reports to manage content and usage
Secure content from external parties such as customers

REQUEST A LIVE DEMONSTRATION: CALL 1.800.849.5507 | +1.204.487.0612
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WORKSPACE

EXTENDED FIELD INTELLIGENCE
Collect data across your entire operational ecosystem to centralize knowledge and
analyze data. Provide Workspace Enterprise licenses to your internal team and
extend the value to external parties with Workspace Contributor.

WORKSPACE ENTERPRISE

WORKSPACE CONTRIBUTOR

Upload, view, share and analyze
data, images and recordings across
internal teams.

Securely centralize content from
customers, suppliers and third-party
collaborators.

WORKSPACE HIGHLIGHTS
Workspace creates a seamless experience
for users. Easily upload content into
Workspace from Connect or add files
from a computer. Tag images, videos,
documents and more with keywords and
phrases for quick searches.
Supported browsers:
• Google Chrome
• Safari iOS 10.2 and Mac
• Microsoft Edge

UPLOAD
Create and add Onsight
media and calls, as well
as data, documents and
schematics.

FIND
Search and find specific
content immediately using
tags, date, and more.

MANAGE
Configure detailed group and
user permissions and activity
notifications.

ANALYZE
View detailed reports on
usage, document types, and
more.

SHARE
Share files with authorized
team members to view within
their browser.

INTEGRATE
Seamlessly integrate into
your back-office systems
with the Onsight Workspace
Connector.
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